
FL MIRRORS - Fits: 1996-Up FLHT, FLHTC, FLHTCU, and 2006-Up FLHX

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Park the motorcycle on a flat surface and turn off the ignition.

Remove the windscreen by removing the three T27 Torx screws that secure 
it to the inner fairing. Save the fasteners they will be reused.

Remove the four Torx screws securing the outer fairing to the inner fairing. 
These screws are located on the rear of the inner fairing. 

Remove the outer fairing slowly and unplug the headlight connector. 
Place outer fairing on a clean surface to avoid damage to the paint. 
NOTE: Assistance is recommended when removing the outer fairing to avoid damage.

Remove the stock mirrors using a 9/16” socket or wrench. 
NOTE: Steps 6 through 11 are for 1996-Current FLHT, FLHTC or FLHTCU only. 
For 2006-current FLHX skip to step 12.

Place the supplied drill template inside the fairing as shown in Fig. A. 
Press the template to follow the contour of the inner fairing.

Use a center punch to mark the hole locations.

Remove the template. Drill 1/8” pilot holes in the fairing at each marked location. 

Drill the smaller outside hole to 7/32” diameter.

Drill the larger inner hole to 13/32” diameter. 

Remove the template and repeat step 6 through step 10 on the opposite side.

Position the PM Mirror in place and align the location pin through the 
smaller 7/32” hole in the fairing.

Insert the supplied 3/8”-16 X” SHCS and 
Washer through the 13/32” fairing hole.
Use a small amount of thread locker to 
prevent loosening.

Repeat mirror installation on the opposite side.

Reinstall the outer fairing and connect the 
headlight connector. Adjust the mirrors 
while sitting on the bike.

Hit the road!!

ATTENTION: Consult the factory service manual if needed. Do not attempt this installation if 
you are not confident in your ability to complete all the steps. Consult a trained 
technician if necessary.

GENERAL TOOL LIST:
T25 TORX Driver

9/16” Socket or Combo Wrench
Drill

1/8” Drill Bit
7/32” Drill Bit
13/32” Drill Bit

5/16” Allen Wrench or T-Handle
Center Punch

Thread Locking Compound
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FIG. A

For questions pertaining to the installation of this product, please contact our technical department at 1-800-479-4037



FL MIRRORS - DRILL TEMPLATE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

.407 (13/32)
EXISTING

.406 (13/32 DRILL)
CENTER PUNCH TEMPLATE 

.219 (7/32 DRILL)
CENTER PUNCH TEMPLATE0064-1021
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PM FL Mirrors

3/8-16 SHCS

Spacer/Washers

Drill Template

Installation Instructions
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Cut Here
Cut Here

For questions pertaining to the installation of this product, please contact our technical department at 1-800-479-4037
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